
 

 

 

 

 

 What properties are exhibited by everyone and everything? 
 

 What properties of things could be known through you? 
 

 Should the people who could not even identify and list the properties 

exhibited by everyone and everything be honored with degrees and 

diplomas?  
 

 Should the degrees and diplomas awarded by universities and institutions 

which could not even identify and list the properties exhibited by everyone 

and everything be honored? 
 

 Should one have formal education in order to identify and explain 

divisibility, comparability, connectivity, disturbability, reorderability, 

substitutability and satisfiability exhibited by everyone & everything? 
 

 Should the people who ask the question, "what properties are exhibited by 

everyone and everything?" be condemned and punished? 

 “Electronic technology now suggests a different view, not necessarily wiser but at least tempered by a 
sense of ultimate limits and characterized by a new definition of progress. For a computer’s time is finite, 
and its progress is cyclic. Progress through repetition has in fact become a trademark of the whole 
industrial era, with machines of all kinds producing thousands of identical parts, and has led to the 
material triumphs as well as the worst excesses of industrialism. Yet the computer occupies a special 
place because its cycles produce not only washing machines or automobiles but units of information, 
fragments of ideas. The computer suggests that progress through repetition not only in the industrial 
plant but in the whole realms of logical and mathematical thought.” 

- Turing's man: western culture in the computer age By J. David Bolter 

 
“Exvigins Association (EA) is spreading intelligence more effectively and efficiently to everyone much 

better than all the institutions and universities that graduate students with degrees and diplomas. EA's 

method of teaching appears to make formal education meaningless and has caused much emotional 

stress to the leaders of the teaching institutions.”                                                            

Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 

Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
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The questions no one should ask 
No one can have the knowledge to make a thing which cannot exhibit:  1. divisibility 2. comparability     

3. connectivity 4. disturbability 5. reorderability 6. substitutability and 7. satisfiability.  So, people must 

be educated not to ask questions in this connection in order to make them slaves who obediently follow 

the directives of academic authorities.  

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit divisibility be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit comparability be made?  
 Can a thing which cannot exhibit connectivity be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit disturbability be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit reorderability be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit substitutability be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit satisfiability be made? 

Divisibility is the property without which no one can either be a part or be a whole. Comparability is 

the property without which no one can either be an equivalence or be a difference. Connectivity is the 

property without which no one can either be a link or be a limit. Disturbability is the property without 

which no one can either be a influence or be a sensation. Reorderability is the property without which 

no one can either be an origin or be a derivative. Substitutability is the property without which no one 

can either be a constituent or be a substituent. Satisfiability is the property without which no one can 

either be a requirement or a fulfillment.  

 What cannot exhibit divisibility? 

 What cannot exhibit comparability? 

 What cannot exhibit connectivity? 

 What cannot exhibit disturbability? 

 What cannot exhibit reorderability? 

 What cannot exhibit substitutability? 

 What cannot exhibit satisfiability? 

No one should ask the above questions because it will expose the repetitions and reproductions in 

the ‘much celebrated’ human knowledge acquired through the greatest efforts and difficulties by the 

highly educated minds. 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit divisibility? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit comparability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit connectivity? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit disturbability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit reorderability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit substitutability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit satisfiability? 

Not for those who don’t want to 

know the properties of things 

People who have knowledge on the 

questions found in this document 

won’t consider you as an intellect! 
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Everyone and everything can exhibit: 1. divisibility 2. comparability 3. connectivity 4. disturbability  

5. reorderability 6. substitutability and 7. satisfiability. Everyone who could not identify these 

properties would have no knowledge on the properties of things. Why can't one make a thing which 

cannot exhibit these properties? Can a thing which is indistinguishable from its properties be analyzed? 

Have you ever been educated to indentify and list the properties which are exhibited by everyone and 

everything? Is a property a thing? Is a property nothing? What can one know of things which exhibit no 

property? What can one evaluate of a thing which exhibits no property? Is no property common to 

everything? Sivashanmugam’s Inclusion Principle (SIP) states that no two things can be without a 

common property.  What properties are exhibited by everyone and everything? What are the criteria to 

distinguish things from their properties?  

None of the preceding questions can be justifiably answered without exhaustively analyzing the 

human knowledge. No educational system wants people to analyze the knowledge base and find ‘the 

knowledge which no one can have’. These open ended questions can prepare and set the student 

minds to acquire, analyze, integrate and articulate the knowledge on diverse things. 

No one except the intellects can have the knowledge to make a thing which cannot exhibit:               
1. divisibility 2. comparability 3. connectivity 4. disturbability 5. reorderability 6. substitutability and        
7. satisfiability. 

 

Potato 

 Can you make a potato which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a potato which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a potato which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a potato which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a potato which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a potato which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a potato which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 

Tomato 

 Can you make a tomato which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a tomato which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a tomato which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a tomato which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a tomato which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a tomato which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a tomato which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Divisibility:  the property of 

being able to be divided 

Comparability: the property 

of being able to be compared 
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Love 

 Can you make a love which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a love which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a love which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a love which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a love which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a love which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a love which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Egg 

 Can you make an egg which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an egg which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an egg which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an egg which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an egg which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an egg which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an egg which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Atom 

 Can you make an atom which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an atom which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an atom which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an atom which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an atom which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an atom which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an atom which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit!  

Connectivity: the property of 

being able to be connected 

Disturbability: the property of 

being able to be disturbed 

Reorderability: the property 

of being able to be reordered 
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Molecule 

 Can you make a molecule which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a molecule which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a molecule which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a molecule which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a molecule which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a molecule which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a molecule which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Gene 

 Can you make a gene which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a gene which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a gene which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a gene which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a gene which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a gene which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a gene which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Rose 

 Can you make a rose which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a rose which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a rose which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a rose which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a rose which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a rose which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a rose which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Substitutability: the property 

of being able to be substituted 

Satisfiability: the property of 

being able to be satisfied 
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Cat 

 Can you make a cat which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a cat which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a cat which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a cat which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a cat which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a cat which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a cat which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Rat 

 Can you make a rat which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a rat which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a rat which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a rat which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a rat which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a rat which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a rat which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Rocket 

 Can you make a rocket which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a rocket which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a rocket which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a rocket which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a rocket which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a rocket which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a rocket which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Ship 

 Can you make a ship which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a ship which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a ship which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a ship which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a ship which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a ship which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a ship which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Government 

 Can you make a government which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a government which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a government which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a government which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a government which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a government which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a government which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Concept 

 Can you make a concept which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a concept which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a concept which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a concept which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a concept which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a concept which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a concept which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Idea 

 Can you make an idea which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an idea which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an idea which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an idea which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an idea which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an idea which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an idea which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Hypothesis 

 Can you make a hypothesis which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a hypothesis which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a hypothesis which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a hypothesis which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a hypothesis which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a hypothesis which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a hypothesis which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Thought 

 Can you make a thought which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a thought which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a thought which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a thought which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a thought which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a thought which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a thought which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Sentence 

 Can you make a sentence which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a sentence which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a sentence which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a sentence which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a sentence which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a sentence which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a sentence which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Essay 

 Can you make an essay which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an essay which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an essay which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an essay which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an essay which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an essay which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an essay which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Book 

 Can you make a book which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a book which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a book which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a book which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a book which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a book which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a book which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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DNA 

 Can you make a DNA which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a DNA which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a DNA which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a DNA which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a DNA which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a DNA which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a DNA which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
RNA 

 Can you make a RNA which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a RNA which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a RNA which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a RNA which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a RNA which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a RNA which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a RNA which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Protein 

 Can you make a protein which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a protein which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a protein which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a protein which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a protein which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a protein which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a protein which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Chromosome 

 Can you make a chromosome which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a chromosome which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a chromosome which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a chromosome which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a chromosome which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a chromosome which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a chromosome which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Cell 

 Can you make a cell which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a cell which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a cell which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a cell which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a cell which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a cell which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a cell which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Tissue 

 Can you make a tissue which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a tissue which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a tissue which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a tissue which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a tissue which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a tissue which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a tissue which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Organ 

 Can you make an organ which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an organ which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an organ which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an organ which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an organ which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an organ which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an organ which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
System 

 Can you make a system which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a system which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a system which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a system which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a system which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a system which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a system which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Neuron 

 Can you make a neuron which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a neuron which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a neuron which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a neuron which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a neuron which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a neuron which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a neuron which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Brain 

 Can you make a brain which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a brain which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a brain which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a brain which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a brain which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a brain which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a brain which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Nerve 

 Can you make a nerve which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a nerve which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a nerve which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a nerve which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a nerve which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a nerve which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a nerve which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Synapse 

 Can you make a synapse which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a synapse which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a synapse which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a synapse which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a synapse which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a synapse which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a synapse which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Ion channel 

 Can you make an ion channel which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an ion channel which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an ion channel which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an ion channel which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an ion channel which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an ion channel which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an ion channel which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Bone 

 Can you make a bone which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a bone which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a bone which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a bone which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a bone which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a bone which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a bone which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Peptide 

 Can you make a peptide which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a peptide which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a peptide which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a peptide which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a peptide which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a peptide which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a peptide which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Amino acid 

 Can you make an amino acid which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an amino acid which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an amino acid which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an amino acid which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an amino acid which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an amino acid which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an amino acid which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Peptide bond 

 Can you make a peptide bond which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a peptide bond which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a peptide bond which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a peptide bond which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a peptide bond which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a peptide bond which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a peptide bond which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Nucleotide 

 Can you make a nucleotide which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a nucleotide which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a nucleotide which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a nucleotide which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a nucleotide which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a nucleotide which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a nucleotide which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Phosphodiester bond 

 Can you make a phosphodiester bond which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a phosphodiester bond which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a phosphodiester bond which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a phosphodiester bond which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a phosphodiester bond which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a phosphodiester bond which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a phosphodiester bond which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Computer 

 Can you make a computer which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a computer which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a computer which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a computer which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a computer which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a computer which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a computer which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Calculator 

 Can you make a calculator which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a calculator which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a calculator which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a calculator which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a calculator which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a calculator which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a calculator which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Value 

 Can you make a value which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a value which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a value which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a value which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a value which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a value which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a value which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Relationship 

 Can you make a relationship which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a relationship which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a relationship which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a relationship which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a relationship which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a relationship which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a relationship which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Table 

 Can you make a table which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a table which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a table which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a table which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a table which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a table which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a table which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Operation 

 Can you make an operation which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an operation which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an operation which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an operation which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an operation which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an operation which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an operation which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Operator 

 Can you make an operator which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an operator which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an operator which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an operator which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an operator which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an operator which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an operator which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Operand 

 Can you make an operand which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an operand which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an operand which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an operand which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an operand which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an operand which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an operand which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Number 

 Can you make a number which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a number which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a number which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a number which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a number which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a number which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a number which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Variable 

 Can you make a variable which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a variable which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a variable which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a variable which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a variable which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a variable which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a variable which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Hole 

 Can you make a hole which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a hole which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a hole which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a hole which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a hole which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a hole which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a hole which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Matrix 

 Can you make a matrix which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a matrix which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a matrix which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a matrix which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a matrix which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make matrix which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a matrix which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Point 

 Can you make a point which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a point which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a point which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a point which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a point which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a point which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a point which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Line 

 Can you make a line which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a line which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a line which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a line which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a line which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a line which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a line which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Surface 

 Can you make a surface which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a surface which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a surface which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a surface which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a surface which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a surface which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a surface which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Area 

 Can you make an area which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an area which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an area which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an area which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an area which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an area which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an area which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Curve 

 Can you make a curve which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a curve which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a curve which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a curve which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a curve which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a curve which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a curve which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Volume 

 Can you make a volume which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a volume which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a volume which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a volume which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a volume which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a volume which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a volume which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Measurement 

 Can you make a measurement which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a measurement which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a measurement which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a measurement which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a measurement which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a measurement which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a measurement which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Circle 

 Can you make a circle which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a circle which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a circle which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a circle which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a circle which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a circle which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a circle which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Triangle 

 Can you make a triangle which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a triangle which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a triangle which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a triangle which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a triangle which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a triangle which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a triangle which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Cone 

 Can you make a cone which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a cone which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a cone which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a cone which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a cone which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a cone which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a cone which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Rectangle 

 Can you make a rectangle which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a rectangle which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a rectangle which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a rectangle which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a rectangle which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a rectangle which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a rectangle which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Pyramid 

 Can you make a pyramid which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a pyramid which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a pyramid which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a pyramid which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a pyramid which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a pyramid which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a pyramid which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Movement 

 Can you make a movement which cannot exhibit divisibility?   

 Can you make a movement which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a movement which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a movement which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a movement which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a movement which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a movement which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Action 

 Can you make an action which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an action which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an action which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an action which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an action which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an action which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an action which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Every movement is a 

sum of many minor 

sub movements. 

Every action is 

composed of several 

micro actions. 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Motion 

 Can you make a motion which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a motion which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a motion which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a motion which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a motion which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a motion which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a motion which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Displacement 

 Can you make a displacement which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a displacement which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a displacement which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a displacement which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a displacement which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a displacement which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a displacement which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Change 

 Can you make a change which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a change which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a change which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a change which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a change which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a change which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a change which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Every change is 

composed of several 

micro-changes. 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Work 

 Can you make a work which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a work which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a work which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a work which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a work which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a work which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a work which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Force 

 Can you make a force which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a force which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a force which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a force which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a force which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a force which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a force which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Energy 

 Can you make an energy which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an energy which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an energy which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an energy which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an energy which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an energy which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an energy which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Every force can be 

resolved into its 

components. 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Process 

 Can you make a process which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a process which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a process which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a process which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a process which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a process which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a process which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Dance 

 Can you make a dance which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a dance which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a dance which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a dance which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a dance which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a dance which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a dance which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Music 

 Can you make a music which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a music which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a music which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a music which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a music which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a music which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a music which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Every process can be 

divided into the stages of 

initiation, progression 

and termination. 

Every dance is 

composed of several 

body movements. 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Story 

 Can you make a story which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a story which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a story which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a story which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a story which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a story which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a story which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Event 

 Can you make an event which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an event which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an event which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an event which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an event which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an event which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an event which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Injury 

 Can you make an injury which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an injury which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an injury which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an injury which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an injury which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an injury which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an injury which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Every event is 

composed of several 

micro events. 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Urine 

 Can you make urine which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make urine which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make urine which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make urine which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make urine which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make urine which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make urine which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Blood 

 Can you make the blood which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make the blood which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make the blood which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make the blood which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make the blood which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make the blood which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make the blood which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Plasma 

 Can you make the plasma which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make the plasma which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make the plasma which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make the plasma which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make the plasma which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make the plasma which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make the plasma which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Red blood cell 

 Can you make a red blood cell which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a red blood cell which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a red blood cell which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a red blood cell which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a red blood cell which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a red blood cell which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a red blood cell which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
White blood cell 

 Can you make a white blood cell which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make a white blood cell which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make a white blood cell which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make a white blood cell which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make a white blood cell which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make a white blood cell which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make a white blood cell which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 
Antibody 

 Can you make an antibody which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an antibody which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an antibody which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an antibody which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an antibody which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an antibody which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an antibody which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 
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Why can’t your knowledge be devoid of repetitions? 
Do not use the questions found in this document to make everyone look like an ass! 

Antigen 

 Can you make an antigen which cannot exhibit divisibility?  

 Can you make an antigen which cannot exhibit comparability?  

 Can you make an antigen which cannot exhibit connectivity?  

 Can you make an antigen which cannot exhibit disturbability?  

 Can you make an antigen which cannot exhibit reorderability?  

 Can you make an antigen which cannot exhibit substitutability?  

 Can you make an antigen which cannot exhibit satisfiability?  

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

Impossible is a word to be found only in the dictionary of fools. If so, 

 Can you make a thing which cannot exhibit divisibility? 

 Can you make a thing which cannot exhibit comparability? 

 Can you make a thing which cannot exhibit connectivity? 

 Can you make a thing which cannot exhibit disturbability? 

 Can you make a thing which cannot exhibit reorderability? 

 Can you make a thing which cannot exhibit substitutability? 

 Can you make a thing which cannot exhibit satisfiability? 

You are an intellect if you could make, or else you are a shit! 

 

 

 

 

Do not use the questions found in this document to  

make everyone look like an ass! 
You Really Look Marvelous Today! 

Don’t worry; there are ‘popular’ universities and ‘reputed’ academic institutions  

to honor you as ‘scientist/philosopher’ even if you could make no distinction between things and their properties! 

Sponsored with love by 

Exvirgins Association 

Exvirgin@yahoo.com 
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